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Do Frontline Treatments for WM reflect regional economics and practice 

patterns? 
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In the last years there has been considerable progress in the frontline treatment of 

patients with Waldenström’sMacroglobulinemia (WM) and fortunately, many 

treatment options are available for patients first line. Chemotherapy in combination 

with Rituximab is still one backbone in the treatment of WM. There are several 

options such alkylating agents, nucleoside analogous or bendamustine, a purine 

analogue/alkylator hybrid. Another drug, also often used in combination with 

Rituximab is the proteasome inhibitor bortezomib. Just last year the BTK inhibitor 

ibrutinib was approved forthe treatment of WM, adding an important chemotherapy – 

free option. As WM is a rare disease there are very few randomised studies 

comparing the efficacy and toxicity of the different treatment options. Already in the 

front-line situation WM is a palliative disease and none of the therapeutic approaches 

listed above have a definite curative potential. Furthermore, we do not have data 

clearly indicating that a particular therapy is significantly superior in inducing a 

prolonged overall survival compared to another. Because of all this, defining a 

„standard“ treatment in WM is challenging. This is one important reason why 

treatments differ considerably in different countries. Other reasons are regional 

practice patterns and importantly, reimbursement policies.  One important tool to 

understand regional differences in the treatment practice in WM are registries for this 

rare disease. We collected retrospectively data from over 400 patients with confirmed 

WM, symptomatic disease at start of treatment and initiation of front line treatment in 

different European countries between Jan 2000-Jan 2014. These data describe the 

treatment landscape in Europe outside of clinical trials and demonstrate differences 

in treatment between countries. A next important step will be to establish a large 

prospective international registry for this disease.  


